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PREFIXES (2)  

A prefix is a letter or combination of letters which is added before a 
word to change its meaning. Here are some common prefixes. 

Prefix Meaning Example Prefix Meaning Example 
pro- in favour of pro-democracy pre- before prehistory  

anti- against anti-virus post- after post-natal 

under- too little underdeveloped mono- one monotone 

over- too much overcrowded bi- two bilingual 

mini- small minicomputer multi- many multi-coloured

mega- great mega-structure auto- self automobile 

sub- under submarine co- with co-worker 

super- over supersonic 
PRACTICE 

A. Fill in each gap with the opposite of the word in brackets. 

1. Casablanca is Morocco's most ________________ (underpopulated) city. 

2. This hard disk can only store up to 40000 ________________ (minibytes) of data. 

3. Everybody avoids being around Bob. He is so ________________ (prosocial). 

4. You can buy anything you need in this ________________ (submarket). 

5. Being ________________ (monolingual) has become a basic requirement for doing business 

nowadays. 

B. Add the correct prefix to the words in bold.  

1. ____ media presentations are more interesting than those without sound or video. 

2. ____ developed countries are finding it hard to compete with European countries. 

3. Don't forget to read the ____ script. There may be an important message. 

4. The doctor told him that he was rather ____ weight and should start a diet immediately.  

5. Janet suffered so much stress that she had to take ____ depressants to help her recover. 

Self-test  

C. Fill in each gap with a correct prefix from A and an appropriate word from B.  

A pro - under - post - pre - super B sonic - fabricated - paid – war - reform

1. It's very hard for ______________  workers to keep up with the rising cost of living. 
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2. The ____________ associations have decided to support the government in implementing the 

plan. 

3. The ______________ period will be very hard for the country. It will take years to rebuild 

the infrastructure entirely. 

4. ______________ aircrafts can travel faster than the speed of sound. 

5. The government set up a settlement of ______________  houses to shelter those who lost 

their homes In the earthquake. 

D. Put the words in brackets into the correct form. 

1. The bus was______________ (crowded). We had great difficulty reaching the door and 

getting off. 

2. Carl is very______________ (social) and doesn't like to be with other people. 

3. Simon is______________ (lingual) he is fluent in both French and English. 

4. Teachers often______________ (estimate) the importance of in-service training. 

5. This hotel won't host you if you haven't booked and ______________  (paid) online. 

6. It is reported that the______________ (Barça) fans started the riots after FC Barcelona lost 

the match. 
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 Prefixes 2 
A.  

1. overpopulated  
2. megabytes  
3. anti-social  
4. supermarket  
5. multi-lingual/bilingual 

B.  

1. Multimedia  
2. Underdeveloped  
3. postscript  
4. overweight  
5. antidepressants 

C.  

1. underpaid  
2. pro-reform  
3. post-war  
4. supersonic  
5. prefabricated 

D.  

1. overcrowded  
2. antisocial  
3. bilingual  
4. underestimate  
5. prepaid  
6. pro-Barga  

  


